
Year 2 Newsletter 5 
Friday 13th October 

Dear Parent/Carers, 
 
In our Phonics lessons this week, we have recapped the alternative phase 5 graphemes for the ie 
(ee, igh), y (ee, igh, i), ea (ee, e) and a (a, ai) sounds. 
The tricky word that we have learnt this week is: 

 friend 
Our spellings for next Monday’s quiz are: 

 
 
In English this week, we have introduced time words (first, next, after) to 
our features of instructions. This has allowed us to build our sentence 
structure and order our instructions chronologically. Now, we can open 
our sentence with a time word, use an imperative verb (walk, dig, climb) 
to give the command and possibly use a subordinating clause (when, if, 
because) to add extra detail. We have used all of these features to write 
our own versions of ‘How to Defeat a Fire Giant’ and the pupils have 
created some amazing, creative writing.  
 
In Maths lessons this week, we have ordered numbers from smallest to largest and largest to 
smallest. We have also ordered numbers on a number line, thinking carefully about where 
numbers come between multiples of 10 (e.g. 25 is exactly half way between 20 and 30, 39 is 
closer to 40 than 30). 
e.g. Order these numbers from smallest to largest: 
 

  
 
We have also placed numbers on an open number line (a number line where only the start and 
end numbers are given) such as this example below.  
 

 
 
Working out the halfway number first (25), we could place the number by thinking about 
whether it was closer to 20 or 25.  
 
 
 

23 



We would like to say thank you so much to everybody who is taking the opportunity to practise 
their spellings weekly. This practice can be completed on the spelling sheet that is sent home 
every Monday and filed in the children’s homework diaries. There is a set of suggested activities 
below. All of the children are familiar with these.  
 

 
 
Thank you for your continued support.  

Mrs Collins, Mr Bale, Mrs Gooseman and all of the Year 2 team       


